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Abstract 
  This study was a numerical and experimental investigation of low-
temperature auto-ignitions behind reflected shock waves in which a shock tube 
was employed as the experimental system. We used a high-speed video camera 
and the Schlieren method to visualize the ignition phenomena. Experiments 
were performed over a temperature range from 54910 to 134911 K and a 
pressure range from 56 to 203  kPa, and a non-diluted stoichiometric 
acetylene-oxygen mixture was chosen as the combustible gas. We introduced a 
numerical simulation to help us understand the disturbed temperature 
distribution behind bifurcated shock waves due to interference between reflected 
shock waves and the boundary layer developed behind incident shock waves. 
Additionally, we experimentally observed and evaluated quantitatively a 
tendency for ignition positions to be located farther from the reflecting wall as 
the temperature decreased behind reflected shock waves. To focus our attention 
on the ignition positions, we classified the ignition types behind reflected shock 
waves as near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition by 4.7 mm distance from 
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reflecting wall. The criterion for these ignition types was estimated to be
  0.51.0
5t5ti
 pT/t . As a main object in this manuscript, we proposed an 
ignition model in which local ignition is induced at some distance from 
reflecting wall based on the numerical simulation and results; the local ignitions 
at a point distant from the reflecting wall are induced by the temperature rise, 
with the distance from the reflecting wall, immediately behind concave reflected 
shock waves due to developing of bifurcated shock waves. We confirmed that 
there is no discrepancy between the proposed model and experimental results. 
 
* Graduate Student, Department of Engineering Mechanics and Energy 
† Associate Professor, Department of Engineering Mechanics and Energy  
Graduate Student, Department of Mechanical Engineering  
‡ Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering 
 
 
Nomenclature 
 
p1        = initial fill pressure 
T1        = initial temperature 
Msi  = Mach number of incident shock waves 
p2e  = experimental pressure behind incident shock waves  
measured by pressure sensor 
p5e  = experimental pressure behind reflected shock waves  
measured by pressure sensor 
p5t  = theoretical pressure behind reflected shock waves  
calculated by Rankine-Hugoniot equations 
T5t  = theoretical temperature behind reflected shock waves 
 calculated by Rankine-Hugoniot equations 
T5t  = simulated temperature behind reflected shock waves 
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Ure  = experimental velocity of reflected shock waves  
on the central axis of the shock tube 
Urs  = simulated velocity of reflected shock waves 
on the central axis of the shock tube 
t  = time where t = 0 is the reflection time of incident shock waves 
ti  = induction time 
 [O2] = initial oxygen concentration behind reflected shock waves 
yO2  = mole fraction 
Ea  = activation energy of all ignitions 
Ean  = activation energy of near-wall ignition 
Eaf  = activation energy of far-wall ignition 
 
5t5ti p
T/t   = gradients of induction time with respect to temperature at a constant pressure 
 
1.  Introduction 
1.1 One-dimensional ignition behind reflected shock waves 
In a shock tube, reflected shock waves produce uniform high-temperature, high-pressure gases if 
conditions are ideal. Therefore, the authors of many previous studies that included theoretical 
discussion of ignition types behind reflected shock waves assumed that the gases behind reflected 
shock waves were produced under uniform conditions [1-8]. In addition, many comparisons between 
numerical calculations and shock tube experiments were conducted under the assumption of 
uniformity behind the reflected shock waves [9-11]. However, it is known that reflected shock waves 
interfere with boundary layers developed behind incident shock waves and transition to bifurcated 
shock waves and the uniformity behind reflected shock waves collapses, especially when test time is 
long [12-16]. 
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1.2 Non-one-dimensional ignitions behind reflected shock waves 
Voevodsky and Soloukhin [17] observed two ignition types (sharp ignition and mild ignition) behind 
reflected shock waves in a hydrogen-oxygen mixture using Schlieren streak-photographs and pressure 
transducers. They revealed that the criterion of two ignition types was located around the second 
explosion limit in a hydrogen-oxygen mixture. Gilbert and Strehlow [2] theoretically analyzed the 
detonation transition from plane ignition behind reflected shock waves as a one-dimensional 
phenomenon. They also observed that a combustible mixture ignited at a local hot spot and transited to 
detonation waves. They reported that this ignition type tended to occor at relatively high pressure and 
low temperature. Meyer and Oppenheim [18, 19] experimentally analyzed the ignition phenomena 
behind reflected shock waves in a hydrogen-oxygen mixture using a stroboscopic laser-Schlieren 
method on the basis of results reported by Voevodsky and Soloukhin [17]. They mainly discussed 
ignition types near the reflecting wall and classified these ignition types as strong ignition and mild 
ignition. By their definition, strong ignition was plane ignition that covered a cross-section of a shock 
tube instantly, while mild ignition started in the form of distinct flame kernels whose growth was 
relatively slow. They proposed a criterion of these ignition types using induction time and temperature 
( )( 5ti T/t  =-2.0 s/K). Takano [20] and Nikiforakis and Clarke [21] conducted several numerical 
simulations to compare the experimental results reported by Gilbert and Strehlow [2] and Mayer and 
Oppenheim [18]. Takano [20] numerically simulated ignition types behind reflected shock waves in a 
shock tube. He reproduced the characteristics of strong ignition starting as a planar ignition and mild 
ignition starting in a form of distinct flame kernels. However, there were some discrepancies; a more 
wrinkled reaction front was observed in the experiment, and the bifurcated limbs of the reflected shock 
waves in the simulation were much longer than in the experiment. Therefore, Takano’s findings did not 
explain the ignition phenomena.  
 
1.3 Objective of the present study 
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The local ignitions as typified by mild ignition defined by Mayer and Oppenheim [18] are induced by 
the non-uniformity behind reflected shock waves. Generally the non-uniformity becomes stronger as the 
temperature is lower, because reflected shock waves intensively interfere with boundary layers during 
long induction times. Although there are many studies about the interference between reflected shock 
waves and boundary layers, most of these studies have been conducted on inert gases. Few studies have 
directly investigated the influence of the interference between reflected shock waves and boundary 
layers on local ignitions. In particular, little information about local ignition position has been reported. 
For example, Mayer and Oppenheim [18] reported only that “the reaction starts at some distinct center, 
usually in the stagnant region at the corners” and, recently, Heufer et al. [22] observed local ignition at 
a point distant from the reflecting wall, but they did not describe the ignition mechanism. However, it is 
important to investigate the local ignitions behind shock waves under low temperature conditions, from 
the point of view of chemical kinetics in high-prssure (non-diluted test gases) shock tube experiments in 
which the non-uniformity of reflected shock waves tends to be greater because of increased viscous 
effects [23, 24] and from the view of application systems (for example, pulse detonation engines (PDEs) 
[25-35] etc.). Therefore we focused on local ignitions induced by non-uniformity behind reflected shock 
waves under low-temperature conditions (Voevodsky and Soloukhin [17] : mild ignition, Gilbert and 
Strehlow [2] : hot spot initiation, Mayer and Oppenheim [18] : mild ignition) and investigated 
numerically and experimentally the local ignition position and the reason why local ignitions are located 
at a point distant from the reflecting wall. 
 
2.  Experimental details 
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the experimental system. We employed a shock tube that consisted 
of a 1.4-m high-pressure section and a 2.3-m low-pressure section. These sections were divided by a 25-
m diaphragm when the tube was filled with gases. An actuator that drives a needle was employed to 
break the diaphragm, and the shock waves started when the needle broke the diaphragm. The cross-
section of the shock tube was a 50×50 mm square. First, we conducted a calibration experiment of the 
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shock tube using helium gas and dry air as a driver gas and a driven gas, respectively. Next, to 
investigate the ignition phenomena behind reflected shock waves, we replaced the dry air with a 
stoichometric acetylen-oxygen mixture as a combustible gas. A reflecting wall was set in the vicinity of 
the end of the low-pressure section. Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of the observation section. 
The side wall in this section was replaced by a glass window so we could visualize the phenomena. As 
shown in Fig. 2, four pressure sensors （PCB Piezotronics, Inc. HM113A26, 113B26）were mounted 
in the observation section to measure pressure histories and the velocity of incident shock waves for the 
calibration experiment. The distance between the nearest pressure sensor and the reflecting wall was 
2.75 mm, and the other pressure sensors were placed 35 mm apart from one another. As shown in Fig. 
1, we set the pressure rise induced by the incident shock as the trigger signal of the high-speed video 
camera, using a pressure sensor. This pressure signal was amplified through the signal conditioner and 
sent through the oscilloscope and delay generator to the Hyper Vision HPV-1 high-speed video camera 
(Shimadzu Co., Ltd.). In this study, the inter-frame time and the exposure rate of the high-speed video 
camera were set to 2-16 s and 1/8, respectively (the exposure rate was set to 1/4 only when the inter-
frame time was set to 2 s). The image resolution was 312 (horizontal)×260 (vertical) pixels. We set 
up the horizontal axis of the shock tube to cross the optical axis of the Schlieren system. To analyze the 
visualization results, we defined the x-y coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2 (2). The experimental 
conditions for shock tube calibration are shown in Table 1. The experimental conditions for 
visualization study of auto-ignition are shown in Table 2 (Ignition position xig4.7 mm), Table 3 
(Ignition position xig  4.7 mm) and Table 4 (non-ignition in test time). 
    
3.  Results and discussion 
3.1 Calibration results of the shock tube  
To confirm the successful shock tube operation, we conducted a calibration experiment of the shock 
tube using inert gases. Table 1 shows the experimental conditions and results of shock tube calibration. 
This experiment was performed over the initial fill pressure, p1, range from 2.00.1 to 100.1 kPa and 
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the incident shock waves Mach number, Msi, range from 1.650.02 to 3.730.02, and helium gas and 
dry air were chosen as the driver gas and driven gas, respectively. We chose dry air as a driven gas 
because the characteristics of dry air are relatively similar to those of an acetylene-oxygen mixture, 
which was chosen as a combustible gas in this study. Figure 3 shows a pressure history under the initial 
pressure p1=6.00.1 kPa and incident shock Mach number Msi=2.650.02. In Fig. 3, the first sharp step 
is the pressure rise induced by incident shock waves, and the second step is the pressure rise induced by 
reflected shock waves. Compared to the first pressure rise, the second pressure rise became smoother 
with increased distance from the reflecting wall. We believe the main reason for this difference is the 
effect caused by bifurcation of reflected shock waves, since such waves interfere with the boundary 
layer developed behind the incident shock waves. In general this interference of reflected shock waves 
with a boundary layer does not occur in monatomic molecule gases dominantly (argon, krypton, etc.), 
but it turns up dominantly in a diatomic molecule gas such as dry air. Center [14] also reported that 
bifurcation caused the rise in pressure and temperature induced by reflected shock waves in air gas to 
degenerate, while bifurcation effects were not observed in pure argon gases. In other words, this 
pressure history shows that reflected shock waves become non-ideal shock waves as reflected shock 
waves propagated from a reflecting wall. For analysis, we defined each pressure value as shown in Fig. 
3, that is, the initial fill pressure is p1 in the low pressure section, the time-averaged pressure during 100 
s from immediately after the pressure rise induced by the incident shock wave at x=37.75 mm is p2e 
and the time-averaged pressure during 500 s from immediately after the pressure rise induced by 
reflected shock at x=2.75 mm is p5e. Figure 4 compares the pressure ratio p2e/p1, p5e/p1 induced by 
incident shock waves and reflected shock waves in the calibration experiment to the theoretical values 
p2t/p1, p5t/p1. The dashed lines in Fig. 4 indicate the theoretical values calculated by Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations with assumptions based on a perfect gas. Error bars were omitted in Fig. 4, since the error size 
was smaller than the plot size. The experimental pressure values behind reflected shock waves are a 
little higher than the theoretical values, but as a whole, the experimental values had good agreement 
with the theoretical values around the reflecting wall (x=2.75 mm), which confirmed the successful 
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shock tube operation. In the following sections, we used Rankine-Hugoniot equations with assumptions 
based on a perfect gas to calculate the pressure and temperature values behind reflected shock waves.  
 
3.2 Numerical investigations of the temperature distribution behind reflected shock waves 
In order to discuss the mechanism of local ignition, at some distance from reflecting wall, behind 
reflect shock waves, we conducted numerical simulation. The governing equations were the two-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with 3 species (C2H2, O2 and He). The fluid was modeled on a 
thermally perfect gas and a frozen flow. As discretization methods, Yee’s Non-MUSCL Type 2nd-
Order Upwind TVD Scheme [36] and 2nd order central differential method were used for the convective 
and viscous terms, respectively. For the time integration, Euler explicit method was employed. The grid 
was orthogonal system and x = y = 25 m in all region. Computations were conducted in the two-
dimensional region with half-height (0y25 mm) and at a 100-mm length from the reflecting wall (0
x100 mm) assuming the symmetry of experimental condition at y = 25 mm. Following conditions 
were imposed on boundary conditions: the gas velocities u=v=0 at x=0, isothermal wall (300 K) and 
symmetric condition at y=25mm. Initial condition of incident shock waves is the same as that of shot 
number 54 in which we observed local ignition at some distance from reflecting wall. (Msi=2.56, 
p5t=675 kPa, T5t=95316 K, xig=28.9 mm). Figure 5 shows the temperature and vorticity 
distribution around the reflecting wall. Here the contour colors of temperature in Fig. 5 (b) are 
concentrated from 800 K to 900K to focus on the hot spot. In what follows, the symbol t written in each 
figure is the time where the reflection time of incident shock is t=0 s. In Fig. 5 (a), we can see that the 
planar parts of the reflected shock waves transition to concave reflected shock waves as pulled by the 
leading shock with distance from the reflecting wall. In Fig. 5 (b) from t=40.8 s to t=146.5 s, we 
observed high temperature region right behind triple point of reflected shock waves and, at t=159.7 s, 
we observed high temperature region right behind center of reflected shock waves. We can estimate that 
those high temperature regions were caused by the acceleration of concave reflected shock waves due to 
the growth of the leading shock waves. At t=159.7 s and t=181.3 s in Fig. 5 (b), compressive waves 
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were observed. These compressive waves were induced by the extrusion of a vortex caused by flowback 
at t=159.7 s in Fig. 5 (c). Kaneko, Men’shov and Nakamura [37] also observed flowback in their 
numerical simulation. After t=181.3 s, compressive waves showed stronger non-uniformity behind 
reflected shock waves. We focused on the temperature right behind the reflected shock waves. In Fig. 6, 
we compared the time variation of temperature right behind the triple point and the center of reflected 
shock waves, since we can guess from simulation results that both regions have higher temperature as 
compared to other regions. Here horizontal axis, t, is the time where the reflection time of incident 
shock is t=0 s and vertical axis, T5s, and Urs, are simulated temperature behind reflected shock waves 
and simulated velocity of reflected shock at y=25 mm. The solid line and dashed lines corresponds to 
the place right behind the triple point and the center of the reflected shock waves respectively. Here we 
can see that temperature right behind reflected shock waves increased as the velocity of reflected shock 
waves increased comparing T5s and Urs at y=25 mm. Until about t=140 s, the temperature right behind 
the triple point is a little higher than that behind the center of the reflected shock waves, but after t=140 
s the temperature behind the center of the reflected shock waves is higher than that behind the triple 
point. As a whole, the temperature in both regions increased as the time passed (with distance from the 
reflecting wall). Therefore we can predict that the velocity variation of reflected shock waves due to 
transition from plane reflected shock waves to bifurcated (concave) shock waves is main factor of 
temperature rise. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the ti-t on the reflecting wall and ti right behind triple 
point and center of reflected shock waves. Here the linear dashed line shows ti-t on the reflecting wall. 
The solid line and other dashed line show ti with assumed the temperature right behind the triple point 
and the center of the reflected shock waves. Here ti, was estimated from experimental equation (5). 
Equation (5) will be introduced in section 3.7. The shaded regions, where the ti assumed temperature 
right behind the triple point of the reflected shock waves is shorter than ti-t on the reflecting wall, shows 
that local ignitions at some distance from the reflecting wall may occur because of shortening of the 
induction time by the temperature rise with time (with distance from the reflecting wall) as shown in 
Fig. 6.  
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3.3 Proposed model of local ignitions induced by bifurcated shock waves  
  In this section, we will propose a model that describes the reason why local ignition positions were at 
some distance from the reflecting wall under low temperature condition as reported by Heufer et al. [22]. 
We illustrated the temperature distribution behind developing bifurcated shock waves in Fig. 8 based on 
the numerical simulation results (Fig. 5, 6 and 7). We propose that traveling of the ignition position is 
mainly induced by temperature rise right behind concave reflected shock waves due to velocity 
variation with distance from reflecting wall as shown in Fig. 6. To go into more depth, the temperature 
rise is caused by the acceleration of the concave reflected shock waves due to interference with 
boundary layers. The acceleration is promoted with distance from the reflecting wall due to the growth 
of leading shock waves. Therefore, the temperature rise right behind concave reflected shock waves is 
also promoted with distance from the reflecting wall, as shown in Fig. 6. As a result, the induction time 
of combustible mixture at some distance from the reflecting wall is shorten dramatically by the 
temperature rise as the shaded regions in Fig. 7, and local ignition occurs at a point distant from the 
reflecting wall as shown in Fig. 8. Additionally, from the numerical simulation results in Fig. 5 (b), we 
can estimate that the influence of the temperature rise is pronounced mostly around the triple point and 
the center of reflected shock waves. In summary, we propose the possibility that the local ignition at 
some distance from reflecting wall is induced by developing of bifurcated shock waves because of 
temperature rise right behind concave reflected shock waves with distance from the reflecting wall, and 
local ignition tend to occur around triple point and center of reflected shock waves (Fig.8). In the 
following sections, we will confirm the validity of the proposed model compared to experimental results. 
 
3.4 Visualization results of auto-ignitions behind reflected shock waves  
The Schlieren results of the typical auto-ignitions and detonation transitions in the present study are 
shown in from Figs. 9-13. All experiments were conducted behind reflected shock waves and, as in 
Figs. 5-7, the symbol t written in each figure is the time where the reflection time of incident shock is 
t=0 s. The experimental conditions are shown in from Table 2-4, and we confirmed the detonation 
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formation under all conditions when auto-ignitions were observed. Figure 9 shows the Schlieren results 
of typical ignition types under the highest temperature condition (1043±14T5t1349±11, 75±2
p5t148±10, where the temperature and pressure range show the conditions in which a qualitatively 
similar ignition type was observed to those shown in Figs. 9-13). We observed that a large ignition 
region emerged on the reflecting wall at t=16 s, and this planar ignition front instantly transitioned to 
detonation waves. This characteristic coincided with that of strong ignition reported by Mayer and 
Oppenheim [18]. Figure 10 shows the Schlieren results of local ignition a near reflecting wall (1019±
10T5t1101±11, 123±3p5t203±13)．This ignition type tended to occur around corners formed 
by a reflecting wall and top or bottom surface and this characteristic coincided with that of mild ignition 
reported by Mayer and Oppenheim [18]. In the picture at t=105 s, we observed ignitions on the 
reflecting wall. We can infer from this observation that the induction time of mixture around the corner 
was shortened a little by the non-uniformity of temperature. In the ignition types shown in Figure 11, 
local ignitions start at some distance from the reflecting wall at t=150 s. From t=154 to t=158 s, we 
observed many local ignition near the reflecting wall. It is interesting that the combustion waves closely 
resembled bifurcated shock waves in configuration at t=158 s. Similar ignition types tend to occur 
under relatively low-temperature, low-pressure conditions (956±13T5t1068±13, 56±2p5t83±
7). In the ignition types shown in Figure 12, local ignitions occur at some distance from reflecting wall. 
These combustion waves transitioned to detonation waves by interference with other combustion waves.  
These ignition types tend to occur under higher pressure conditions (927±7T5t1066±13, 89±3
p5t140±3), as compared with the ignition types shown in Fig. 11. This characteristic is similar to that 
of hot spot initiation reported by Gilbert and Strehlow [2]．Similarly, in the ignition types shown in 
Fig. 13, local ignitions occur at some distance from the reflecting wall. However, the number of local 
ignition point is far less than ignition types in Fig. 12. These ignition types were observed under the 
lowest temperature condition (838±62T5t961±6, 67±5p5t130±23). These Schlieren results 
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are similar to the ignition types observed by Heufer et al. [22]. What we can see from these Schlieren 
results is that ignition types behind reflected shock waves are continuous phenomena. As a result, it is 
difficult to clearly define ignition types based on the characteristics of these phenomena.  
 
3.5 Relation between ignition position and temperature 
In this section, we will discuss the relation between the ignition position and temperature behind 
reflected shock waves. First we will define the ignition position, xig, in the present study. Figure 14 (a) 
and (b) correspond to the first frame where ignitions were observed. The ignition position is defined as 
a center of the ignition area. In case when more than one local ignition was observed, as shown in Fig. 
14 (b), the ignition position is defined as the average distance from the reflecting wall. Consequently, 
the ignition position xig is defined as follows:  
n
n
1j
igj
ig


x
x ・・・(1) 
Figure 15 shows the relation between ignition position xig and the temperature behind reflected shock 
waves, T5t. We observed a tendency for the ignition position to be located farther from the reflecting 
wall as the temperature decreased. The ignition position was up to 37 mm from the reflecting wall. This 
result implies that the high-temperature regions shortening the induction time of combustible gases 
dramatically exist at a distant point from the reflecting wall as shown in Fig. 8. As a relation between 
ignition position xig and temperature T5t, we obtained following equation (2) in a least square fit 
procedure: 
0.717
5tig  1220.9
 Tx ・・・(2) 
xig : [mm], T5t : [K] 
Heufer et al. [22] reported that local ignitions occur at a point distant from the reflecting wall under 
low-temperature conditions. However, no previous studies have revealed the relation between ignition 
position xig and temperature T5t quantitatively as shown in Fig. 15 or equation (2). These results imply 
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that ignition types behind reflected shock waves are continuous phenomena, while ignition types were 
classified as only strong ignition and mild ignition as defined by Mayer and Oppenheim [18] until 
now. To focus our attention on the ignition positions, we classified ignition types as near-wall ignition 
(xig4.7) and far-wall ignition (xig4.7) by the separating line at x=4.7 mm from the reflecting wall. In 
the consideration of definition in Fig. 14 and the propagation distance within the frame time of the 
high-speed camera, we determined the location of the introduced separating line at x=4.7 mm. The 
maximum propagation distance within the frame time of the high-speed camera (4 s) was 9.4 mm 
assuming the instant formation of detonation waves behind reflected shock waves. In consideration of 
definition in Fig. 14 (a), the ignition position was xig=4.7 mm in this case. The velocity of the 
detonation waves was calculated by AISTJAN [38] (the conditions behind the reflected shock waves 
were T5=1000 K, p5=100 kPa, DCJ=2338 m/s). In summary, we can at the least say that ignition 
position is not located on the reflecting wall if the condition of far-wall ignition is satisfied. 
 
3.6 Distribution of local ignition positions behind reflected shock waves 
In the case of long-induction time, we observed bifurcated shock waves developing as a result of by 
interference of reflected shock waves and a boundary layer (Fig. 5, 10, 11, 12 and 13). Figure 16 shows 
a comparison of angle  between Mark’s theory [12] and the experimental value of the present study. 
The symbol  indicates the angle between the leading bifurcated shock waves and the top and bottom 
walls, as shown in Fig. 8. We can confirm that the numerical simulation did not conflict with our 
experiment as with regard to angle . The experimental angle  has a tendency to be a little larger than 
the Mark’s  theoretical values [12], but as a whole, the experimental values and Mark’s theory both 
show the angle  as almost constant in the experimental condition (2.36Msi3.11) in which we 
observed auto-ignitions. Figure 17 shows the distribution of the local ignition positions of far-wall 
ignition with triple point trajectory of reflected shock waves. The triple point trajectory was scanned 
from Schlieren results of shot 54. In consideration of the results shown in Fig. 16, it is valid to compare 
the triple point trajectory in shot 54 and the ignition position in other shots. To put reality into 
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perspective (in the x- and y-directions), we plotted all ignition positions in the frame in which we 
observed the first ignition point in far-wall ignition. As a whole, we observed a tendency for ignition 
points to be located around the triple point trajectory and the central axis of the shock tube. This 
tendency does not conflict with the model proposed in section 3.3 (Fig. 8).   
 
3.7 Activation energy of near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition 
First we will define the induction time, ti, in the present study. Figure 18 shows an x-t diagram for 
shot56. Here, the induction time, ti, was defined as the time difference between when we observed the 
first ignition and when the reflected shock waves passed the ignition position xig. The time difference 
between the dashed line corresponding to ti=320 s is the induction time, ti, in Fig. 18. 
Figure 19 shows the Arrhenius plot. The horizontal axis is the inverse number of the temperature behind 
the reflected shock waves, T5t, multiplied by 1000. The vertical axis is the induction time, ti, multiplied 
by the initial oxygen concentration behind the reflected shock waves [O2]. On the Arrhenius plot, the 
steepness of the line corresponds to the activation energy. In all shots of this study (838±62T5t 
1349±11 K), the activation energy was Ea=72±9 kJ/mol, and the activation energy of near-wall 
ignitions and far-wall ignitions was constant in experimental error, Ean=76±5 kJ/mol and Eaf=71±13 
kJ/mol, respectively. Edwards, Thomas and Williams [39] reported 71±3.5 kJ/mol as the activation 
energy in an acetylene-oxygen mixture (36% dilution N2, 900-1600 K). As a result, we can confirm that 
our experiment was conducted correctly. Additionally this result implies that near-wall ignition and far-
wall ignition are not caused by the difference of chemical reaction mechanism, and they do not conflict 
with the result in Fig. 15 which indicates that ignition types behind reflected shock waves are 
continuous phenomena. The traveling influences of ignition positions did not cause a significant 
difference in the Arrhenius plot. We obtained a following equation from experimental values in the 
Arrhenius plot, as determined by a least-squares fit procedure: 




5t
2i exp][O T
BAt ・・・(3) 
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Here, A=2.61116×10-7 s mol/cm3 and B=8692.8 K, arranging the time unit from s to s. The initial 
oxygen concentration [O2] with temperature T5t, pressure p5t and mole fraction yO2 behind reflected 
shock waves is shown in a following equation: 
5t
5t
O22 ][O RT
py ・・・(4) 
By substituting equation (4) into equation (3), we obtain the following equation: 




5t5t
5t
O2
i exp T
B
p
T
y
ARt ・・・(5) 
By differentiating the induction time ti with respect to temperature T5t on the assumption that pressure 
p5t is constant, we obtained the following equation:  






 





5t5t5tO25t5t
i exp1
T
B
T
B
py
AR
T
t
p
・・・(6) 
 
3.8 Criterion between near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition 
Figure 20 shows the classification of phenomena (near-wall ignition, far-wall ignition and non-
ignition) in this study. Here, T5t and p5t are the temperature and pressure behind the reflected shock 
waves, respectively. The family of lines is calculated from equation (6). These lines are loci of constant 
gradients (
5t5ti
)( pT/t  = -0.1, -0.2, -0.5, -1.0, -2.0, -5.0, -10 s/K) of induction time with respect to 
temperature at constant pressure. The criterion distinguishing near-wall ignition from far-wall ignition 
was   0.51.0
5t5ti
 pT/t  in Fig. 20. The line at   2.05t5ti  pT/t  shows the criterion 
distinguishing strong ignition from mild ignition by Mayer and Oppenheim [18]. They explained 
5t5ti
)( pT/t  as follows. When the absolute-value of the   5t5ti pT/t  is small, planar ignition (strong 
ignition) tends to occur, since the induction time is less sensitive to temperature variation. When the 
absolute-value of  
5t5ti p
T/t   is large, local ignition (mild ignition) tends to occur since the induction 
time is highly sensitive to temperature variation. In other words, we can see  
5t5ti p
T/t   as the 
sensitivity of induction time to non-uniformity of temperature distribution. In the present study, we 
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introduced near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition because we believe that ignition types behind 
reflected shock waves are continuous phenomena, and we observed a tendency for the ignition position 
to be located farther from the reflecting wall as the temperature decreased. Comparing these definitions 
between the present study and that of Mayer and Oppenheim [18], near-wall ignition corresponds to 
strong ignition and mild ignition whose ignition position is within 4.7 mm of the reflecting wall, while 
far-wall ignition corresponds to mild ignition whose ignition position is farther than 4.7 mm from the 
reflecting wall. Therefore, we can confirm that planar ignitions tend to occur when the absolute-value of 
 
5t5ti p
T/t   is small, and local ignitions tend to occur when the absolute-value of   5t5ti pT/t   is 
large, as compared to the results of Mayer and Oppenheim [18]. However, the criteria for planar ignition 
and local ignition are different between the present study and that of Mayer and Oppenheim [18]. We 
can speculate that the difference in the criteria was caused by the difference of gas mixture (in this study 
we used non-diluted stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen, while Mayer and Oppenheim [18] used a non-
diluted stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture) or the cross-section shape of the shock tube (in this 
study the cross section was 50×50 mm, while that in the study of Mayer and Oppenheim [18] was 
31.75×44.45 mm). 
 
3.9 Relation between ignition positions and gradients of induction time with respect to 
temperature 
Figure 21 shows the relation between ignition position xig and induction time gradient   5t5ti pT/t  . 
Fig. 21 presents the tendency for the ignition position to be located farther from the reflecting wall as 
the absolute-value of  
5t5ti p
T/t   increased. That is, Fig. 21 indicates that when the absolute-value of 
 
5t5ti p
T/t  is large, it is easy to shorten the induction time (as shown in Fig. 7) and the temperature rise 
right behind the concave reflected shock waves with a distance from the reflecting wall, as shown in Fig. 
8, becomes the dominant factor in ignition phenomena because the sensitivity of the mixture to non-
uniformity is high. Therefore we can predict that local ignitions at a point distant from the reflecting 
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wall from this result, as observed in Fig. 13 or proposed in Fig. 8, tend to occur at lower temperature 
conditions since larger absolute-value of  
5t5ti p
T/t   corresponds to lower temperature as shown in 
Fig. 20. This prediction dose not conflict with Fig. 15 in the experimental results and previous works 
[22].
 
 
 
4.  Conclusions 
We investigated the auto-ignitions and detonation transitions behind reflected shock waves using a 
numerical simulation and high-speed video camera. Based on the numerical simulation results, we 
proposed local ignition model induced by bifurcated shock waves and confirmed that there is no 
discrepancy between the proposed model and experimental results, as follows: The ignition types for 
each temperature range were visualized and compared with ignition types in previous studies. The 
tendency for ignition position to be located farther from the reflecting wall as the temperature decreased 
was observed and evaluated quantitatively. As experimental results, we obtained the following equation: 
0.717
5tig  1220.9
 Tx . These results imply that ignition types behind reflected shock waves are 
continuous phenomena and high temperature regions shortening the induction time of combustible gases 
dramatically exist at a distant point from reflecting wall as shown in our proposed model. To focus our 
attention on the ignition positions, we classified ignition types as near-wall ignition (xig4.7) and far-
wall ignition (xig>4.7) based on a separating line at x=4.7 mm from the reflecting wall. As  
visualization results, we found a tendency for ignition points to be located around the triple point 
trajectory and central axis of the shock tube. This tendency dose not conflict with the proposed model. 
On an Arrhenius plot, the activation energy of far-wall ignition was almost equal to that of near-wall 
ignition. Therefore, it is highly possible that near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition are not caused by a 
difference in the chemical reaction mechanism. This result also shows that the traveling influences of 
ignition positions do not cause the significant difference in the Arrhenius plot. Using the gradients of 
induction time with respect to temperature, the criterion differentiating near-wall ignition (xig4.7) from 
far-wall ignition (xig>4.7) was estimated to be   0.51.0 5t5ti  pT/t . Additionally, comparing the 
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ignition position xig and induction time gradient   5t5ti pT/t  in experimental results, we predicted that 
local ignitions at a point distant from reflecting wall tend to occur at lower temperature condition, and 
we confirmed that there is no discrepancy among the prediction, the our proposed model and previous 
works.  
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Table 1 Experimental conditions and results for the shock tube calibration. The driver gas is helium, 
driven gas is dry air in all shots. Initial condition error values of p1 and T1 are 1 kPa and 0.1 K, 
respectively. Analytical and systematic error values of p2e and p5e are 1 kPa. 
 
  
Shot 
number p1 T1 Msi p2e p5e
- kPa K - kPa kPa
1 5.0 294.7 2.91±0.02 55 251 
2 2.0 294.7 3.57±0.02 29 155 
3 2.0 294.7 3.47±0.02 31 154 
4 2.0 294.7 3.47±0.02 29 149 
5 2.5 296.3 3.73±0.02 41 244 
6 3.0 297.2 3.28±0.02 38 182 
7 3.0 297.2 3.10±0.02 36 172 
8 6.0 298.2 2.65±0.02 47 219 
9 10.0 298.2 2.29±0.02 62 234 
10 10.0 298.2 2.22±0.02 55 235 
11 10.0 298.2 2.58±0.02 79 355 
12 10.0 298.2 1.89±0.02 39 134 
13 10.0 298.2 1.99±0.02 43 156 
14 10.0 298.2 1.65±0.02 29 85 
15 10.0 298.2 1.87±0.02 38 122 
16 10.0 298.2 2.00±0.02 43 151 
17 10.0 298.2 2.35±0.02 62 242 
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Table 2 Experimental conditions of the near-wall ignitions. The ignition positions are within 4.7 mm 
from reflecting wall. The driver gas is helium; the driven gas (combustible mixture) is non-diluted 
stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen. Initial condition error values of p1 and T1 are ±1 kPa and 0.1 K, 
respectively. 
 
 
  
shot 
number p1 T1 Msi p5t T5t 
kPa K - kPa K
18 2.5 299.7 3.11±0.02 148±10 1291±16
19 2.5 299.7 3.06±0.02 142±10 1259±19
20 2.5 299.7 3.01±0.02 135±9 1226±16
21 2.5 299.7 2.84±0.02 114±8 1115±15
22 2.5 299.7 2.72±0.02 100±7 1043±14
23 2.5 301.8 2.95±0.08 127±15 1195±53
24 2.0 293.0 2.88±0.02 96±2 1120±11
25 2.0 293.7 3.04±0.02 111±2 1219±11
26 2.0 294.2 3.23±0.02 132±2 1349±11
27 2.0 294.2 3.01±0.02 108±2 1205±14
28 2.0 294.2 3.12±0.02 120±2 1273±12
29 1.5 291.2 2.93±0.02 75±2 1144±11
30 3.0 292.7 2.86±0.02 139±2 1101±11
31 3.0 293.2 2.84±0.02 137±2 1091±10
32 3.5 290.7 2.88±0.02 168±3 1112±12
33 3.0 292.2 2.72±0.02 121±2 1019±10
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Table 3 Experimental conditions of the far-wall ignitions. The ignition positions are farther than 4.7 mm 
from reflecting wall. The driver gas is helium; the driven gas (combustible mixture) is non-diluted 
stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen. Initial condition error values of p1 and T1 are ±1 kPa and 0.1 K, 
respectively. 
 
 
shot 
number p1 T1 Msi p5t T5t 
kPa K - kPa K
34 5.0 300.0 2.71±0.04 199±11 1040±24
35 5.0 300.0 2.73±0.04 203±13 1052±24
36 3.0 292.7 2.74±0.02 123±3 1031±11
37 3.0 292.7 2.81±0.03 133±2 1072±12
38 2.0 292.2 2.80±0.03 88±2 1068±13
39 2.0 292.2 2.73±0.03 81±3 1025±13
40 1.5 293.1 2.80±0.02 66±2 1068±10
41 1.5 292.2 2.71±0.02 60±2 1014±10
42 1.5 292.7 2.66±0.02 56±2 987±6
43 2.5 301.8 2.56±0.03 83±7 956±13
44 2.5 293.2 2.69±0.02 97±2 1007±5
45 2.5 293.7 2.66±0.02 94±2 988±7
46 3.5 295.7 2.54±0.02 114±2 927±7
47 3.5 295.7 2.71±0.02 140±3 1027±9
48 3.5 292.9 2.63±0.02 127±2 969±8
49 3.5 293.2 2.64±0.02 129±2 977±6
50 3.0 291.2 2.74±0.02 123±2 1025±7
51 3.0 291.5 2.74±0.02 123±2 1025±7
52 3.0 292.2 2.78±0.02 128±3 1051±12
53 2.0 290.2 2.81±0.03 89±3 1066±13
54 2.0 299.6 2.56±0.06 67±5 953±16
55 5.0 297.0 2.36±0.12 130±23 838±62
56 2.5 293.2 2.58±0.02 86±2 945±6
57 3.5 294.2 2.56±0.02 118±2 937±8
58 3.0 293.2 2.61±0.02 107±2 961±6
59 3.0 293.2 2.58±0.02 103±2 943±7
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Table 4 Experimental conditions of the non-ignition. The driver gas is helium; the driven gas 
(combustible mixture) is non-diluted stoichiometric acetylene-oxygen. Initial condition error values of 
p1 and T1 are ±1 kPa and 0.1 K, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
shot 
number p1 T1 Msi p5t T5t 
kPa K - kPa K
60 2.5 301.8 2.38±0.02 66±5 859±12
61 5.0 299.1 2.14±0.12 94±11 732±59
62 5.0 300.0 2.44±0.04 143±12 885±16
63 10.0 300.0 1.99±0.04 148±12 666±18
64 10.0 300.0 1.98±0.04 146±12 662±18
65 5.0 297.0 2.38±0.03 133±8 847±15
66 5.0 290.2 2.35±0.02 128±2 814±5
67 2.5 290.2 2.54±0.02 81±2 910±6
68 2.5 293.7 2.39±0.02 68±2 843±6
69 2.5 293.7 2.56±0.02 84±2 934±6
70 3.5 293.2 2.25±0.02 78±2 771±7
71 3.5 291.7 2.47±0.02 105±2 881±7
72 3.5 295.2 2.47±0.02 104±2 886±9
73 3.5 293.2 2.36±0.02 91±2 827±6
74 3.5 290.7 1.76±0.02 34±2 549±10
75 3.0 293.2 2.24±0.02 66±2 768±7
76 3.0 293.2 2.25±0.01 66±26 769±6
77 3.0 293.2 2.43±0.02 85±2 862±6
78 2.5 294.7 2.46±0.02 74±2 882±10
79 2.5 291.2 2.41±0.03 69±3 846±11
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Fig. 1 Overall view of the experimental system.  
P.S.: pressure sensor, S.C.: signal conditioner, O.S.: oscilloscope, D.G.: delay generator  
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the observation section. 
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Fig. 3 Definition of p2e and p5e on pressure histories in shot8. Experimental conditions are p1=6.0 
kPa, T1=298.2kPa and Msi=2.65 respectively. 
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Fig. 4 Calibration results of the shock tube. Plots are experimental value p2e/p1, p5e/p1, and the dashed 
line means theoretical values p2t/p1, p5t/p1 calculated by Rankine-Hugoniot equations with assumption 
based on a perfect gas. 
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Fig. 5 Temperature and vorticity distribution around the reflecting wall in the numerical simulations. 
This numerical simulation was conducted under the same conditions as shot 54, in which we observed 
local ignition at some distance from the reflecting wall (Msi=2.56, p5t=675 kPa, T5t=95316 K, ti= 
276s, xig=28.90.3 mm). Here, t=0 is the reflection time of incident shock waves. 
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Fig. 6 Time variation of temperature behind reflected shock waves and the velocity at the center of 
reflected shock waves. The t=0 is the reflection time of incident shock waves. The symbol T5s and Urs 
are simulated temperature right behind the reflected shock and velocity of reflected shock on the central 
axis of shock tube, respectively. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison between ti –t on the reflecting wall and ti behind bifurcated shock waves. The linear 
dashed line shows ti-t on the reflecting wall. The solid line and other line shows ti estimated from 
experimental equation (5) assuming the temperature behind the triple point and center of reflected shock 
waves. The shaded regions have the possibility that distant ignitions from reflecting wall occur because 
of shortening of induction time.  
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Fig. 8 Proposed model of local ignitions induced by bifurcated shock waves. The traveling of the 
ignition position is induced by temperature rise (red-painted regions) right behind concave reflected 
shock waves with distance from the reflecting wall. The high and low temperature regions are painted 
by red and blue, respectively. 
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Fig. 9 Schlieren results of auto-ignitions and detonation transitions. The conditions behind the reflected 
shock waves are p5t=148kPa, T5t=1291 tis (shot18). 
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Fig. 10 Schlieren results of auto-ignitions and detonation transitions. The conditions behind the 
reflected shock waves are p5t=123 kPa, T5t=1031 K, ti=64s (shot36). 
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Fig. 11 Schlieren results of auto-ignitions and detonation transitions. The conditions behind the 
reflected shock waves are p5t=81 kPa, T5t=1025 K, ti=150s (shot39). 
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Fig. 12 Schlieren results of auto-ignitions and detonation transitions. The conditions behind the 
reflected shock waves are p5t=94 kPa, T5t=988 K, ti=340s (shot45). 
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Fig. 13 Schlieren results of auto-ignitions and detonation transitions. The conditions behind the 
reflected shock waves are p5t=675 kPa, T5t=95316 K, ti= 276s (shot54). 
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Fig. 14 Definition of ignition position xig ( 


n
1j
igjig xx /n). 
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Fig. 15 Relation between xig and T5t. The symbol xig indicates the ignition position defined in Fig. 14. 
The symbol T5t indicates the temperature behind reflected shock waves.  
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Fig. 16 Comparison of angle  between Mark’s theory [12] and our experimental value. The 
experimental plot is of shots 23, 24, 38, 44, 54, 55 and 58．The symbol  indicates the angle between 
the leading bifurcated shock waves and the top and bottom walls (refer to Fig. 8). The symbol Msi is the 
Mach number of incident shock waves. 
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Fig.17 Distribution of local ignition positions with triple point trajectory of reflected shock waves. The 
triple point trajectories were scanned from Schlieren results of shot54. Plots show all ignition positions 
in the frame in which we observed the first ignition point. The x-y coordinate is defined in Fig. 2 (2). 
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Fig. 18 Definition of induction time ti on the x-t diagram in shot56. Experimental conditions are 
Msi=2.580.02, p5t=862 kPa, T5t=9456 K and ti=320 s. The symbol t is the time where the reflection 
time of incident shock is t=0 s. The x-y coordinate is defined in Fig. 2 (2). 
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Fig. 19 Arrhenius plot. The solid line shows the regression curve which was determined by a least-
squares fit procedure. The dashed line shows the regression curve of Edwards et al. [39]. The activation 
energy of all experimental results was Ea=72±9 kJ/mol. Near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition are 
Ean=74±5  kJ/mol and Eaf=71±13 kJ/mol, respectively.  
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Fig. 20 Critical region between near-wall ignition and far-wall ignition on a p5t-T5t diagram. The family 
of lines is calculated from equation (6). These lines are loci of constant gradients of induction time with 
respect to temperature at a constant pressure. The line of   2.0
5t5ti
 pT/t shows the criterion 
distinguishing strong ignition from mild ignition estimated by Mayer and Oppenheim [18]. 
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Fig. 21 Relation between xig and   5t5ti pT/t  . The symbol xig indicates the ignition position defined in 
Fig. 14. The value of  
5t5ti p
T/t  calculated from equation (6) indicates the sensitivity of induction 
time to non-uniformity of temperature distribution. 
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